
Itr. ANCIENT DIPLOMACY: MEGASTHENES

Alexander's eastern campaigns had defuritely brought India within the sphere of interest

of the Hellenistic monarchs who succeeded him. Our sources a¡e few, and we do not

know many details, but it seems that in the late fourth and third centuries B.C. there was a

great deal of exchange on the diplomatic level. After the teaty between Seleucus and

Candragupta was sealed we know of two Seleucid and one Ptolemaic mission to India, of
exchange of letters and gifts between Indian and Seleucid monarchs, and of Indian (more

or, perhaps, less) religious missions sent to all important Hellenistic rulers. Certainly there

was more activity than this on both sides, but there is no record of it in our scanty

sources.

Thus Megasthenes was not the only Hellenistic ambassador to India, but by compari-

son with him the others (Daimachus and Dionysius) Íue very shadowy figures. There

were probably others, too, whose missions are not recorded in our meagre evidence. In
this chapter we shall concentrate on Megasthenes, and the others will be briefly dealt with

in the context ofhistorical contacts, in chapter VI.l
At the beginning of modem resea¡ch on Megasthenes it was co¡nmon to ascribe

everything containing intimate knowledge of lndia beyond the Indus valley to Megasthe-

nes. Thus Lassen (1852 and 1874) often repeated the assertion that Megasthenes was the

only Greek author who ever had the oppornrnity to observe Indians in the heart of their

country. Although we cannot without further evidence ascribe to Daimachus much

influence in later literature, his mere exislence is enough to show that Megasthenes was

not the only Greek author to visit India, and probably there were still other sources of
information.2 Nevertheless, Megasthenes is without doubt the most valuable classical

source on India.

To consider Megasthenes now, though the history of Seleucid eastem relations comes only in
chapter VI, is perhaps confusing chronologically. But as the historians of Alexander and Megæ
sthenes werc the main sources on lndia drrring all of classical antiguity, it seems reasonable to
discuss these sources first, and only then ccntinue with history, which musr then be canied on to a

much later period than Megasthenes' mission.

I cannot accept Bevan's claim ( 1922, 359) that Daimachus and Dionysius must have been unimpor-
ønt and devoid of fresh information, because they were so rarely cited. Dionysius is such a shad-

owy figure that we can say hardly anything about him, but for Daimachus the point is that he was

criticized by Eratosthenes. But this was the case with Megasthenes, too. It is possible that the other
ambassadon wrote much shoner accoun¡s than Megasthenes, or perhaps they werc inferior to him
by the literary standards ofthe time. This was enough to assigrr him ¡o oblivion, but says nothing
of the real value of their observations.

2
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1. Megasthenes: the Man and his Míssion

rr¡y'e know very little about Megasthenes' origins. At least he seems ro have been Greek.
The name is good Greek and of a common type (cf. Androsthenes, Demosthenes).3

A supposed Pe¡sian origin is entirely apocryphical.4 However, attempts to define more

closely his place of origin (in Asia Minor) have been unsuccessful.s Furthermore, the

cha¡acter of his relation to Seleucus is wholly unknown. Before his mission he stayed in
Arachosia with Sibyrtius6 and therefore already knew the East.

The summit of Megasthenes' careerr¡¡as clearly his visit to Candragupta Maurya. Of
his later life we know nothing, though he lived long enough ro be able ro wrire his ac-

count. Concerning his mission there is the old question whether it was one long embassy

or several shorter visits.T Reference has sometimes been made to the lndian climate and its

notorious unhealthiness for Europeans as an argument for several short missions instead

of one long one.8 But even if we suppose that missionaries, who often spent thei¡ entire

adult life in their chosen field belong to a different species from us ordinary mortals,
colonial history knows of many Britons who remained thirty or forty years in India. And
3 Th.r" werc a few other people named Megasthenes, though the name is rare. See Stein 1932, 230.
4 Meøs¡henes of Annius da Virerbo, see Schwanbeck 1846, 58, noæ 5l, McCrindle 1877, 14, nore.
5 Reuss 1906, commenting on Witkowski 1899 (not seen by me). See also Stein 1920, 7 &. 1932,

230f., Timmer 1930, 9.
ó On Sibyrtius see e.g. Arrianus, Anab.6,27, I (formerly satrap of Carmania, now appointed rhe

new satrâp of Arachosia, Gedrosia and ¡he Oreitae), for Megasrhenes living wirh (and probably
serving under) him ibid.5, 6, 2 Cf 2a), furrher Cunius 9, 10, 20. See Berve 1926, Brown 1957,
l3ff., and VI.l below. lt is even possible, though not very likely, rhat Megasthenes was senr to
India by Sibyrtius and not by Seleucus (cf. Brown 1955, 18 & l9S7, l5). As is so often the casc,
some early scholars srated their unfounded impressions as estâblished facts. So we can read such a
statemen¡. as we find in McCrindle 1896, 407: "Seleukos sent as his ambassador to the Indian court
his friend and compamaz Megasthenes. This was a fortunate choice, for while there Megasthenes...
composed a work on India" (ltalics mine).

7 According to Schwanbeck, several visils were first proposed by Robenson 1791, but I have only
found the very opposite of this in his work. In any case several visits were supported by Müller
1878, 398, Lassen 1874, óó8, Timmer 1930,6, Brown 1957, 15, Schwarz 1966a,72,1968,227 &
1970,284. A long visit wiú several audiences by Schwanbeck 1846,23 (followed by McCrindle
IE77 , l7 f.). In spite of Schwanbeck, Robenson I 8 I 9 ( I 79a), 34 spoke of "several years' residence".
With little evidence Stein ( 1932, 23 I f.) even suggested the exac¡ time for this long mission (303-
292 in Pã¡aliputra) commencing after the agreement between Seleucus and Candragupta and lasting
until the early rule of Bindusâra, when he was supposedly released by Daimachus. Such an idea of a
permaneot embassy with ¡he new ambassador releasing his predecessor seems completely modem.
A long time is also suggested by Wecker 1916, 1293, ten years by Dihle 1974, 5, and many years

by Bongard-Levin 19E6, 175 and A¡ora l99lb, 100.
8 S"hn"o lg71,284,note 101. He points out that "sogar G. Bühler mussre aus diesen Gründen das

Land vorzeitig verlassen". I fail to see what makes an lndologist likc Bühler so special (sogar) in
comparison to Megasthenes, but in any case åis health was broken by the unbearable climate only
afierhehad*ayedsome 15yearsin India. Stein !932, 232, combines long residence with failing
health supposing that Daimachus was sent to release Megasthenes when he could no longer stand
the climate.
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as to that, Megasthenes did not come from cold Europe. He might have been bom in
Greece (and some 2,000 years later his compatriot, Demetrios Galanos, lived nearly fifty
years in India, and he was not the only Greek there), but most of his life he seems to have
spent in countries which a¡e as hot as India. Nevertheless, though this allows the long
mission,g it does not exclude the possibility of several brief visits.

An analysis of the pertinent locus in Arrianus' Anabasist0 does not provide a defi-
nite answer, either. The Greek verb dgrrvÉopo 'to meet' does not explain whether in the

meantime Megasthenes returned to the West or whether he stayed in Pã¡aliputra (or even

travelled in India). And even one mission of a few months' du¡ation might have contained
several audiences. We can only say that the idea of a pefmanent embassy was rather
sûange in the period in question and in the ancient world in general,ll and therefore
several short visis or one mission of a few months seems much more likely.

Megasthenes certainly visited Pã¡aliputra (T 2c), and the camp of Candragupta
(F 34),t2 but according to Arrianus (T 2b), he did not see much else. Of the Northwest
he was naturally well informed. He also knew Mathura, but the entire South was known
ottly from hearsay. There is no reÍrson to suppose that he ever proceeded further to the

east than Pãlaliputa.

The curious passage in A¡rianus mentions the "great(er)" Porus, who was also vis-
ited by Megasthenes, in addition to Candragupø.l3 It is too easy to dismiss it as an
*errof'or interpolation.la Schwanbeck emended llóprp to llópou, thus making Candra-
gupta the geater monarch, and he has been followed by many scholars.l5 Others have
tried to prcserve the manuscript reading.l6 As such, a reference to Porus' greatness might
be understood as paying homage to Alexander, which can also hail from Arrianus, who,
as a historian of Alexander, naürally thought that Porus was the greatest of all Indian
kings, while Megasthenes had perhaps plainly advertised that he had met Porus, too.
However, in both cases the sentence is grammatically difficult to construe.

9 Th¡t supposed long mission has led some scholars to think that he must have leamt the language
and thus have been able to give reliable tìrst-hand informarion about Indian society. lt is enough to
refer to Brown's interesting ideas (1955) about the role of interpreters in Megasthenes.

l0 Anab. 5, ó,2, end ofÎ 2azo)rf,rirrç ôè Àe1et ô9rréo0or æapô, Eavôprirottov tòv 'lvõôv pcoûéa,
for T 2b (lnd. 5.3) see below.

I I Emphasizing this, Olshausen lg7g,2glff .,poinred out that Megasthenes is in fact the only case in
the Hellenistic period where a permanent embassy has been commonly suggested. Noting that
Arrianus' wo¡ds allow both several visits to India and a single mission (lhough not one of many
yean) with several audiences, he fu¡ther rema¡ks ¡hat, instead of æoÀÀórrç dgrréo0cr 'having met
many times', ¡he G¡eek can as well be construed as ao),Lirrg Leler 'he mentions scverat times
(in his book that he met Candragupta)'.

12 See Schwanbeck 184ó, 2l (with McCrindle 1E77, l6f.), also Kailunen 1989a, 98 (Eggermont
1986 shown to be wrong).

13 Arrianus, Ind.5,3 (T 2b) our.r¿véo€at yùp Iavôparóttrp Àfuet, tQ ¡reyíotg paorleî 'lvõõv, xaì
flópqr ëtt toútol- paíÇovr.

14 EnorDerrett l9ó9, l15l,interpolarionLassen 1827,43f.andTimmer 1930,5f.
15 Schwanbeck l846,22,accepted in the text by Müller 1878, Chanuaine 1g27, Roos (and following

him Brunt l9E3), and Jacoby (FGrH).
l6 See McCrindle 187?, 15, Rawlinson 1926,41,Stein 1932,234, Brown Ig5'1,12f., and Olshausen

1979.3r0f.
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I I L Ancient Diplomacy : Me gasthenes

rWe know very little of Megasthenes' life, and too often scholars have been ca¡ried
away by hypothetical assumptions. Let us take one more, but here of course we may con-
sider it no more than a mere possibility. What if Megasthenes really visited India only
once and that this mission lasted, say, one year? In one year one can certainly leam
enough of a country to be able to write everything contained in his fragments, enough to
fill a work ofthree or four books. Let us further suppose that he was sent there soon after
the contract was ratified between Seleucus and Candragupta in c.305 B.C.l7 If he was

fifty at the time, not too high an age for a royal envoy and future author, he would have

been fwenty at the beginning of Alexander's wars. He could have served all the time in
Alexander's army and also met Porus then. The sources do not mention him as Alex-
ander's companion, but he did not write a history of Alexander, and perhaps he had been

in a subordinate position. He might have been an officer in ttre troops left by Alexander in
India. Or he might also have been with Sibyrtius from the very beginning of his rule in
A¡achosia and met Porus during a visit to the neighbouring Indian saúapies. Or perhaps

all this speculation is erroneous, but still we should not be too certain that Megasthenes

had not seen the great Porus with his own eyes.ls

It is really initating that we know so few facts concerning the embassy of Mega-
sthenes. This has led some schola¡s to draw unwa¡ranted conclusions from wholly
inadequate evidence. Thus, for instance, it was quite plausible as a hypothesis to suggest

that the Philostratean account of the conditions needed in order to become a philosopher in
lndia goes back ultimaæly to Megasthenes.l9 But this was not enough for Breloer, who
supposed that what was told of Apollonius must refer to Megasthenes, and so concluded

that Megasthenes, rather than of Apollonius, "sich vier Monate in dem Kloster des

Candragupta (!) in den Aravalli-Bergen aufgehalten hat".20 Such fantasy we certainly

cannot follow.
Megasthenes is known only from the single work written by him. It was entitled the

Indica, and probably consisted of four books.2l [n it we meet once again the special

philological problems connected with a fragmentarily preserved text.zz Even if we acoept

l7 Many have øken this for granted, but though it is ra¡her likely, it is by no means cenain. Seleucus
could have had other ambassadors, too. We know only of Megasthenes, but he is not known be-

cause he was an ambassador (at least in the broad sense of the word), but because he wrote a book.
The same holds true in the case of Daimachus, too.

18 One can only wonder how Timmer (1930, 5) knew that "Megasthenes behoorde nier rct de mege-
zellen van Alexande/'. He saw morc of India than did Alexander's companions (Anianus, /nd.
5, 3), true, but ùat was later on and says nothing about his early career. She goes on ¡o claim that
Porus died so soon afrer Alexander, in 317 8.C., tha¡ Megasthenes could hardly have seen him.
While six years is rather a shon üme in ancient history we musr ask wherher it rcally was loo short
for Megasthenes to make the relatively short trip from Arachosia to the Pañjab (or even for Porus to
visit the satrap of Arachosia)? Such a visit by Megasthenes has been suggested by Brown 195?,
t4f.

r9

20

2l

Vita Ap.2, 30, see Brcloer 1939.

Breloer 1939, 293, exclamation mark mine. Cf. Derre¡t 1969.

Books ¡wo (F2), three (F 3), and four (F l) have been quoted by number, and it is unlikely that
there would have been more. An emendation (accepted by Jacoby in his text) changes ¡he æference

to the founh book to ¡he fint, which would leave us with only three. See also Stein 1932,235.

See chapter I above, funher Karttunen l9E9a and 1989b on Hecataeus and C¡esias.
)a
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Megasthenes as the more or less trusrworthy author he apparently was, he ceÍajnly
selected, presented and interprcted his maærial in a way he thought would be more in-
teresting to his Greek audience. Most certainly he was not thinking of scholars working in
a changed world more than two millennia later, and therefore it is only natural that he left
out much that we would find indispensable.23

The fragments have been edited three times. Schwanbeck 1846 contains the first sys-
tematic collection, accompanied by a good (and now hopelessly antiquated) commenrary.
Müller 1878 was more or less following Schwanbeck, though he left out many of
Schwanbeck's "incerta". For a classical scholar these have been completely antiquated by
Felix Jacoby's edition inthe FGrH 715, but unfortunately it is little known among Indo-
logists. The only translation of the fragments, in addition to Müller's (1878) I-atin
version, is McCrindle 1877, based on Schwanbeck's text. Useful for Megasthenes are

further the editions and commenøries of Arrianus' Indica by Chantraine (1927) and by
von Hinûber (1985). The grandiose plan of úe FGrH remained unfinished, the com-
mentary part never reaching Megasthenes.

The collection of 34 more or less certain fragments of Megasthenes (some of them in
several versions) in Jacoby shows his importance as â source on India. Megasthenes was

one of the main authorities for chapter 15, I of Strabo, who collated him with historians
of Alexander. Arrianus did not even trouble himself in collating many sources, but was
mainly content with Megasthenes in the fust part of his Indica.za Nevertheless, Strabo is
a better source for Megasthenes, too.

Jacoby's edition contains only fragments in the stict sense of the word. Passages

without reference are generally left out. In some cases earlier editions ascribed to our
author some quite uncertain passages. It is also interesting to surmise how much Mega-
sthenian material is found in such passages where references are missing, but the sounce

was clearly some eady Hellenistic autho¡ on India. Diodorus' so-called epitome (F 4
printed by Jacoby in smaller case) contains much authentic material from Megasthenes
(the seven "castes" for instance), but not solely from him.25 some passages are cleady
contradictory to what is known of Megasthenes' work from confirmed f¡agments, and at

least some cases can be traced back to Onesicritus.26

T}re Indica of Curtius 8, 9 seems to contain much from Megasthenes. It consists of a
geographical account (8,9, 5 Ganges is the greatest of Asian rivers), and of accounts of
Indian nature (12-19), of customs (20ff.), where much is said of the Indian king and his
habits (23-30), and of Indian philosophers (31-37). It contains several points in common

23 Cf. Brown 1955.
24 CL Brunt 1984,447 for the possibilily of some funher Megasthenian material in the tndica.
25 The traditional idea ofDiodorus always depending on just one source was introduced to Indology

by Schwanbeck 184ó,57. Diodorus was uncritical and liked to have one good source at a dme, bur
many l9th-century scholars rook this too stricrly.

26 See Timmer 1930, lgff., and Stein 1932,267ff.Being ignorant of studies about Diodorus and his
use of sources Majumdar 1958,274, went too far and suggested that Diodorus compiled from many
diffe¡enr sources. As examples of Diodorus' passages hardly coming from Megasthenes we may
point out 2,35, | - the lndus being the largest of rivers - and 2, 37, 3 - Alexander reaching the
Ganges.
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with Megasthenes, and even a reference to him in the passage explaining how the king
received ambassadors, something known to few but Megasthenes. Nevertheless, Mega-
sthenes was not the only sor¡rce; for instance, the repeated mention of the tndian propen-

sity to winedrinking is hardly derived Êom him.27

With Pliny it is often rather difficult to say what were his sources. With his wide
reading and apparently good memory he often combined information culled from many

authors in a single p¡rssage. His sources he often gave in general lists, and when they are

also in the text, they are not always reliable. Pliny's account in N. H. 6, 21, 63 - æ, 8d8
contains some Megasthenian material (including one genuine fragment, F 7b in 6,22, 69),

but certainly not everything is from him. There is one fragment from Baeto (F 4) included
(also in 6,22,69), and the small periplus from the mouth of the Ganges to tlrat of the

Indus in 6,23,72 is hardly from Megasthenes. Among certain remains of Megasrhenes

and other Hellenistic literanue on India there is nothing similar to it. Unlike many other
authors of the Roman period, Pliny occasionally used contemporary information, and a

coastal account like this could well belong to the time of di¡ect trade.29

Anotheraccount included by Schwanbeck (1846) among uncertain fragments (fr. 59)

of Megasthenes is found in Aelianus' N. An. 16,2-22.11tere are some real arguments on
behalf of a Megasthenian origin, such as the frequent reference to the Prasians (and to

Bratrmans).30

The study of Megasthenian fragments commenced in the middle of the l9th century,

too, by Schwanbeck (1846) who accompanied his edition with a full commentary on the

fragments.3¡ He was soon followed by his teacher Lassen,3z while McCrindle (1877)

was content with rather scanty notes. The leading scholar in this field before the Second
tJ/odd rWar was Otto Stein. His fìrst anempt, a comparison of Megasthenes and the

Arthaiãstra (Stein 1920: his dissertation), was rather controversial, and accordingly re-

ceived some harsh criticism, but ¡he long RE article on Megasthenes (Stein 1932) is much

bener (despiæ Brcloer's constant criticism33) and has remained a standard text ever since.

27 Megasthenes F 32 staed the opposite. This propensity is also mentioned in other sources connected
with Alexander's carnpaign (see e.g. Chares F l9ab, in Att¡enaeus and Plu¡arch, abou¡ the lndian
drinking contest following Calanus' death). lt is perhaps possible to explain such accounts as

referring to the traditions conneaing India with úe wine-god Dionysus, but we must also note that
in the Karnaparvan of the Mahabh¿-r¿¡¿ the Northwestemers arc severely rebuked for their unonho-
dox habits, including hard drinking (see Kartturrcn 1989a 2l6ff.).

28 This was the old, uncenain fragment 56 of Schwanbeck, who gave his grounds for inclusion in
Schwanbeck 1846, 5lff. From him it was taken by McCrindle 1877, but it was omined by Müller
1878 and, ofcourse, not included in Jacoby's collection. Cf. Timmer 1930, l3ff., and Stein 1932,
2t9ff.
'flrc Periplus can well be mentioned as a parallel, but of course ¡here is no direct contact such as

was suggested by some early scholars.

Timmer 1930, I tf. argued that even in those passages of Aelianus where Megasthenes is named as

the source he was only used indirectly.

Cf. Zambrini 1982, 73Íf .

L¿ssen I E52 (also Benfey I Ezt4 and Lassen 1844), revised in Lassen 1E74.

See e.g. Breloer 1934 and 1935. On Stein see also Zarnbrini 1982,90ff.

'to
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Another major contribution was Baóara Timmer's lengthy dissertaúon (1930) about

Indian society in Megasthenes, but because of the language (it is wriaen in Dutch) it has

gained much less aftention than it dese¡¿es. Actually few books seem to have bæn quoted

by so many without being read.3a Somewhat more open to criticism are several con-

tributions by Bernhard Breloer.3s

Dahlqvist's unfortunate attempt to sn¡dy Indian religion in Megasthenes was severe-

ly, but quite deservedly criticized.3ó More favourable references to it by Schwarz (1970,

295) and especially by Derrett (1969) fail to show his supposed merits. Though partly

overdone and in deøils open to criticism, Majumdar's attemPts (1958) to take a more

critical standpoint vis-à-vis the Schwanbeck-McCrindle tradition than was usual among

Indian historians was refueshing, and Sethna's rejoinder (1960), though pointing out

severd weak points in Majumdar's approach, merely falls back into old *ays.37 Fresh air

on the lndian side was brought by Goyal (1985), and Arora (l982ab etc.) is always in-

teresting because of his linguistic competence, rare âmong Indian schola¡s. Other impor-

tant contributions are those by Derrett and Schwar¿.38 We must also not forget the Polish

"school" of Skurzak and Sachse.39

Most of the scholars mentioned above 'trere Indologists, and can more or less be

seen as representative of an Indian viewpoint.a0 On the other hand, there is also a Classi-

cal viewpoint in studies on Megasthenes. After all he was a Greek author writing to a

Greek audience, a fact we should never forget. This was al¡eady somewhat emphasized

by Bunbury and by Otto Stein,4l but its main proponents have been Truesdell S. Brown

and Oswyn Murray,4z who endeavoured to give literary perspective to Megasthenes'

34 ThereisaGerman summary, though rather long (pp. 30q-313), and only a few (Brown, at least)

seem ro have read anything more. The account of Zambrini 1982, 82ff. is based on this German

summafy.
35 Breloe¡ 1928, lg2g,1934, 1935, & 1939. I have occasionally refened to him, though t think that

Brunt'sharsh judgement (1984, 443) has much in it: "The works... by Breloer may be neglected

with special advantage: they are marked by unwarranted assumptions, and disregard and distortion
of Alrrian]'s meaning." See also Zambrini 1982, 86ff.

36 Dahlqvist 1962 wirh revicws by Buddruss 1965, Hartnan 1965 and Kuiper 1969. A new harsh

criticism was prcsented by Goyal (1985, l24ff.), who, howeve¡ had not rcad the above-mentioned

reviews and seæmed to think that Westem scholars had accepted his theories without criticism.
37 There rvas also a Sunejoinder by Majumdar 1960b (see also Majumdar 1960a, 461ff.). Sethna's

view has been defended by Goyal 1985, 74ff., who arrives at the astonishing conclusion (p. 78) that
"the suspicion ofsome scholars that Megasthenes was guilty of some form of interpretatio graeca

is not justified." As this is explained with reference to parallels found in Indian lite¡atu¡e, one must

ask whether he really understood what interprelatio graeca means.
38 Derrcn 1968a, 1969, Schwaø 1968 & 1970. It must be regretæd that Denet (1969) in his general

account of Megasthenes 'ìrrritten for a widely-read standârd work such as the Kleine Pauly, a fve-
volume encyclopaedia of classical antiquity, presents Dahlqvist's ideas as conclusive, though it was

already then quite clear that the majority of Indologists did not accept them at all.
39 Skur¿¡k 1948. 1954, 1960, 1963 &1919;andsachse 1975, l97g,l98l & 1982.
40 Every generalisation is, of course, somewhat exaggerated. Although himself an Indologist and

considering Megasthenes mostly from an Indian viewpoint, Stein (1932) made a good attempt to
take into account the classical viewpoint, too.

4l Bunbury 1879, Stein 1932.
42 Brown 1955, lg57 & l973,and Murray lgl} & 1972.
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work. To Murray we owe the idea of rhe imporrance of rhe book about Egypt by Heca-
taeus of Abdera. A new and somewhat different approach has been proposed in several
studies by A. Zambrini (1982, 1983, 1985), who emphasized the position of Megasthenes
as a Seleucid offrcer and as part of Greek literary and ethnographic tradition.

2. Literary Conventiotzs andTraditions vs. Obsenation on the Spot

As was hinted at in the preceding chapter, the extreme positions of pure Indology and
pure Greek philology are incapable of giving us a proper undentanding of Megasthenes.
He was in India, kept his eyes open and listened to such people as he was able to con-
verse witt¡ (again we meet the problem of unseen interpreters). But in order to understand
him and his work (in fact, its remains) we musr always keep in mind his Greek back-
ground, too.

The extant fragments of Megasthenes testify sufficiently to observations made on the

sPot. Only in India could he probably have obtained information such as that in India
there were two crops per year, that the Ganges is twice as greât as the Indus (which in tlre
West was then generally thought to be the greatest of all rivers), that in the lowlands
houses were built of wood, in the mountains of brick. Consider his elaborate accounts of
the ciry of Pãglipuna (tr.4 below), of the life-style and position of the Brahmans and

ascetics, of hdian animals and especially of the method of hunting and training elephants
in India (V.3 below). In the Hellenistic period, when the Westem kings had thei¡ armies
of elephants, the last-mentioned subject was certainly of interest to readers, but such a

detailed (and correct) knowledge could only be obtained actually in the counrry.

Nevertheless, we must regard Megasthenes as a Greek author writing to a Greek
audience. He belonged to the radition of Greek ethnography aptly analyzed by
7åtrt&iri.43 Thus we must always take into account Megasthenes' dependence on his
predecessors, especially on the historians of Alexander the Great. Parallels are easily

found with such authors as Nearchus, Onesicritus,4a and Aristobulus. Megasthenes drew
from them, but also criticized them (e.g. in his version of the Calanus story). On another

level he was probably influenced by such works as the description of Egypt by Hecataeus

of Abdera. It is also interesting to note that apparently Megasthenian material was

included by Pliny in his account of contemporary Taprobane in the first cenn¡ry 4.D.,
although this account was supposedly based on what the Taprobanian ambassadors had

themselves told of their island.

ZarnbÃni 1982, also Brown 1955, 1957 & t973, and Murray 1970 & 1972,207f. (on Hecaraeus of
Abdera).

On Onesicritus and Megasthenes see Brown 1949, 156f., nore 53.
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Of course, it was a common and accepted custom to add literary reminiscences to a
work seemingly founded on the author's own experience (cf. II.4 above on Nearchus). It
is also quite possible that Megasthenes did this quiæ openly, quoring the opinions of his
predecessors by name. As he was the first one of the few Westemers to visit Mauryan
India, we often tend to take his work æ a pure report of his own observations. But Mega-
sthenes could hardly have seen that such a book would be asked of him in ttre distant
ñ¡ture. He never thought that his book would be the book, the only authoritaúve source on
lndia for centuries. In his time India and the Hellenistic West were relatively close and he

could not have imagined that they would soon drift apart.

Let us take a closer look at a few points where the tendency towards idealization and

dependence on Alexander's historians seems rather likely. The relation between Mega-
sthenes and Onesicritus was already noted by Strabo (15, 1, 34), who, however, criticized
the ea¡lier author for presenting as peculiarities of the country of Musicanus things other
authors report as cornmon to all India.

It was claimed by Megasthenes that there were no slaves in India.as Onesicrinrs had
earlier said exactly ùe same of the country of Musicanus, where young men we¡e used
instead in the same way as the Aphamiotae in Crete and the Helots in Sparta.a6 It was one
of the 'right things' or 'perfections' (rctopOó¡rcrta) of this idealized country. Arrianus
(himsetf or quoting Megasthenes), however, emphasizes that the absence of slavery in
India is real, while the Spartans kept Helots as slaves.47 The country of Musicanus was a
utopia, about which there is linle to be said: this celainly was not true of India in general,

although the number of slaves was always limited, mainly to household slaves, and there

was never anything comparable to the Vfestern slave economy. After an analysis of
Dharma literature and especially of the Arthaíãstra, scholars have emphasized that the

Indian system contained several different categories of slaves, some of which were only
temporary. Slaves were entitled to inheritance and, to some extent, thei¡ own income, and
had the right of redeeming themselves. In theory, an Ãrya was never to be a slave, though
in practice at least temporary slavery was accepted.a8 But like the country of Musicanus in

45 MegasthenesF32&33,inStrabo15, 1,54&59;F16inArrianus IndicatO,Sf.,alsoDiodorus
2,39 (pan of uncenain F 4 of Megasthenes).

46 Onesicritus F 24f. in Srabo 15, 1,34 & 54. In the lalter passage Strabo nores rhe discrepancy
between Onesicritus and Megasthenes. For readers not familiar with Greek I must point ou¡ that in
the l¡eb edition of S¡rabo Jones translates the Onesicritus passage wrongly, though there is rhe
possibility that a couple of words were left out during setting and not noticed in proof-reading
("Onesicritus decla¡es that lthe absence o/J slavery is peculiar to the Indians in the country of
Musicanus. The crime is perpetuated by Robinson (1953, ló2), who gives the translation of Jones
apparently without checking the original text (as pointed out by T. S. Brown in a review of
Robinson in AtPh 76, ¡955).

47 This has been interpreted as a criticism of Onesicritus, or of rhe Greek system of slavery in general,
by Timmer 1930,274ff . (followed by Thapar l9ó3, 90).

48 I¡ is not really necessary herc to go into the details of differences between scholars. While Stein
1920, l09ff. hesitatingly suggested that the company of Brahmans had led Megasrhenes to
generalize the prohibition of keeping Ãryans as slaves, Breloer, 1929,209ff. (rcfening ro his
Kau¡alíya Studien2, I lff.), emphasized thejuridical difference between õoõIoç and dasa. In Greek
eyes, he claimed, a dãsa would have seemed fre¿r that a Helot and therefore could not be classified
as unfree. Timmer 1930, 2141f. refened to Breloer, but also stressed the principal freedorn of all
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Onesicritus, the India of Megasthenes w¿rs also to some extent idealized. After Mega-
sthenes, Pliny in the first century A.D. stated that in Taprobane there were no slaves.

There were no w¡itten laws in India.a) To this Megasthenes combined a related
clai¡n: that lhere was no writing æ all. Nearchus assured his readers of the exisænce of
unwritten laws in the Nonhwest, but in the same p¿¡ssage he also mentioned that closely-
woven linen cloth was used for writing.s0 However, what was known in Norrhwest India
was not necessarily known in Mãgadha. Supposed references to writing in other frag-
ments of Megasthenes are easily explained otherwise.S I Nineteen cenn¡des later we find
an echo in the account of Si¡ Thomas Roe (the English ambassador at Jahangir's court):

"Laws they have none written. The kyngs judgment bynds who sits and gives sentence

with much patience once weakly both in capital and criminal causes."52 It is hard to say

when Dharma5ãstras were actually written down, but a long time after this it still hap-
pened that ttrey were leamt by heart, and manuscripts were not generally used.53

Ïhe crucial words have been commonly, and quite rightly, Eanslated as indicating
that Indians did not know writing.sa Derrett and Arora have claimed that, as Greek

Tpól¡lrata 'writing, written characters' can occasionally mean 'written laws', this should
also be the meaning here.55 This is methodologically wrong. We cannot interpret our texts

Ãryans. The lenience of Indian slavery has also bcen suggested as an explanation by Thapar l9ó3,
89ff., Deneu 1969, 1152, Sharma 1978 (in an otherwise rather misleading anicle, where he calls
Kauflya a "law-giver" who is supposed ¡o have introduced innovations into the Indian social
system), Skuzak 1979, 74, Arora 1982b, 478f., and many others. Referring to Onesicritus,
Chanana 1960 suggested that Megasthenes, too, spoke of one panicular region, and pointed out that
the women surrounding the Indian king in F 32 were purchased from ¡heir fathers. L¿ssen 1874,
718, is antiquated (he equates íüdras wi¡h dãsas), but his reference to ¡he situation of Spana lwirh
Helotes) is right and has been followed by many. ln the same way Rawlinson 1926,58, and Dziech
1951, 73ff. thought ¡hat rhe Südras and rhe Ca4{ãlas should have been mentioned as slaves in
India, but lowcastes and ou¡castes are something different and have nothing to do with our
Megasthenes passage.

49 Megasthenes F 32 in Strabo 15, 1,53. A summary ofvarious opinions ofscholars is given by Falk
1993,291ff. ln addition, we rnay no¡e that Lassen 1874,723f. (1852,718f.) simply supposed that
Srabo had misunderstood Megæthenes' meaning, while Stein 1920, ó9ff. emphasized the ideal-
izing tendency of Megasthenes, on lhe one hand, and the Brahman repulsion towards writing, on
the other.

50 Nearchus F23 in S¡rabo 15, 1,67. The well-known Nonhwest Indian method of writing on birch
bark(bhúrjaparra) is mentioned by Cunius 8,9, 15.

5tJt 6 rr öv aórôv ËxaotoE ouwril¡ in F l9b in Strabo 15, l, 39 is ranslated by Joncs as "whatever
each man has drawn up in writing", but ouvrúooo¡ can as well rcfer to oral composition. McCrindle
(l90l), ¡oo, here used the word writing. On the question of milestones see S¡ein 1920, and Falk
1993. 290f. Unwritten milestones werc still used in India in the Mughal period (Hinüber 1990,
l9f.). For supposed written calendars and horoscopes see Falk 1993,294f.

52 Cited by Mukherjee 1968,9.
53 This aspect, that laws we¡e unwritten or that wri[en texts were not employed ât court, has been

emphasized by many scholars. See e.g. McCrindle 1901, 56, note l, Timmer 1930, 244f. Rocher
1957 rightly noted that Megasthenes probably had a¡¡ended court sessions and noted ¡he absence of
law books, but then offers the rather questionable argument that ri¡ò ¡rv{¡rqç is a translation of OIA
sm¡tau,' traÀition', explained as'memory'.

54 Schwanbeck etc.. Wecker 1916, t309, and others.
55 Derretr 1968a.780f. & l9ó9. I 153. and Arora lggz,g}Íf.
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by selecting only the special meâning which happens to suit the conclusion we are aiming

at. That this particular inærpretation is wrong is shown by Stabo. After citing Nea¡chus

to the effect that Indians do write letters on closely-woven linen cloth56 he adds tl¡at other

authors deny the use of writing in India, himself using here the very word 1póp¡rora.s7

By this he was most likely referring to Megasthenes, and Arora fails to show any reason

to suppose that Sfabo wrongly interpreted the passage. In fact, he does not comment on

Strabo's words at all.

The matter is furtlrer complicated by the fact that according to several recent studiess8

Megasthenes might have been right. The question of the origins of writing in India,

however, is discussed in chapter VI.2 below. At present it is enough to note that, although

the absence of writing is not mentioned in Onesicritus' fragments about the country of
Musicanus, the fragments âre not compleæ and such a feature would have been rather

nan¡ral in a Cynic utopia.se

In addition to unwritten laws, there were said to be no lawsuits and litigation about

pledges and deposits in India. This is a g¡pical featu¡e in an utopian interpretation of India,

and it is often mentioned in later sources without di¡ect refe¡ence to Megasthenes.6o Here

again Onesicritus on the country of Musicanus offers a precedent, and again, Pliny says

the same of Taprobane. But it can be also noted that to the litigious Greeks the Indian

reality might have seem ideal enough.6¡

The claim that there was no usury in India probably also goes back to Megasthenes,

although it is not found among his certain fragments. The account is found in Aelianus
(V. H.4, 1) and Nicolaus Damascenus (in Stobaeus). A reference is not given, but both

authors certainly knew Megasthenes.62

Royal processions and hunting expeditions were held with much pomp and Baccha-

nalian traits in India.ó3 This can be well compared with Strabo's acÆount, which goes

back to some historian of Alexander, and not to Megasthenes as w¿rs supposed by some

early scholars.64 Here he states that the Oxydracai have pompous processions, set out

their military expeditions in the Bacchic manner, and that their king comes out from the

palace flaunting himself in flowered robes and attended by musicians beating drums,

Strabo's next words - "a custom which prevails among ott¡er Indians'ús - might weü

56 Nearchus F 23 (in Strabo) ê¡rorol.ùç Eè ypú9erv èv orvóot líav rerpor¡¡révctç.
57 Strabo 15, l, 67 tôv öX,Iov 1pó¡r¡rcorv ciroùç ¡¡ì lpioOa¡ 9a¡révov.
sB Goyal 1985, Hinüber 1990, Fatk 1993.
59 It has been suggested by Brown lg4g,157,note 53.
60 Megasthenes F 32 in Strabo 15, t,53, then e.g. Nicolaus Damascenus F 103y (in Stobaeus).
ól The passage has been discussed by Derrett 1968a, ?76ff., who emphasizes that Indian evidence too

tends to the interpretation that questions of pledges and deposis werc not brought to the king's
cour! but were settled in the guild.

62 See e.g. Breloer 1929, 212tr. &.227ff. (rcfemngto his Kau¡alîya Studien 2, 1928, 70ff.), Thapar
l9ó3, 78f., and Derrett 1968a,776ff. & 1969, 1153.

63 Megasthenes F 32 from Strabo 15, 1,55.
64 Strabo 15, l, 8, derived from Megasthenes e.g. by Schwanbeck 184ó and McCrindle 1877, ll0.

Further accounts of Indian processions a¡e found in Strabo 15, l,69, and Cunius E,9,23ff. &29.
65 iírep èrrrofui(et raì rapò toiq öLlotç 'lvôoîç (in Strabo 15, l, 8).
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refer to Megasthenes. Another account, ascribing Bacchic customs to military expeditions
in India, is found in Anianus.60 witn the tradition of the supposed Indian campaigns of
Dionysus, the Greeks were probably keen to interpret things as "Bacchic".

A ñrrther parallel is perhaps to be found in the passage where Megasthenes assured
his readers that all Indians geatly esteem personal beauty, and love to adorn themselves.
Among historians of Alexander, the same was told of the country of Sopeithes in the
Pañjab, according to Onesicritus.6T

BreloeF8 proposed his "Tæcilan poüty" account as a supposed fragment of Mega-
sthenes, but perhaps this once again goes back to Onesicritus (?). This account of Pliny's
contains only six castes, instead of the seven of Megasthenes (see trI.3 below).

There are also several fabulous stories ascribed to Megasthenes,69 with clear links to
ea¡lier authors such as Herodorus and ctesias.T0 Much labour has been devoted to
attemPts to explain why our always so reliable Megasthenes (how could he fail to be re-
liable?) could have written such things. In addirion to other explanations (see e.g.

McCrindle 1877) we can add one more. lVhat about false tales told delibe¡ately ro a

curious foreigner more or less by way of a joke? This is known to have happened to
modern anthropologists.

Use of Greek literary sources is, howeve¡, only part of the picture. To Megasthenes,
as a Greek âuthor, it was natural fo luse interpretatio Graeca and Greek literary con-
ventions. According to a famous scholar of ancient history, for Greeks Greek thinking
was the natural and true way of thinking and ascription of a capability to think Greek
meant acknowledgement of being civilized. During the Hellenistic period some traces of
an attempt to understand others can be seen, but in most cases it fell down for lack of
linguistic ability.7l As to Megasthenes, a clear tendency towards idealization can be traced

in his fragments. Here we must keep in mind that idealizing is no equivalent for making
things up. It has been shown by myself many timesT2 that even Ctesias was not as bad as

his reputation, and in any case Megasthenes seems to have been rather realistic in most
parts of his account, as far as is known to us. However, in the third century B.C. modern

criæria of objectivity did not exist, and we may well believe that Megasthenes tried his
best. This sotalled ideatizing tendency is sometimes condemned too easily. Some of its
aspects are in fact rather eâsy to understand. In a foreign country, there were points which
for a Greek observer seemed worthy of being taken up, which for him, with his Greek

lndica 5,9 EL7,8f. (this latter Megasthenes F l2).

Megasthenes F 32 from Strabo 15, 1,54; Onesicritus F 2l in Srrabo 15, l, 30. Cf. Arcra 1982b,
480.

Breloer 1934, l50ff. and 1935,41ff. on Pliny 6,22,66.
F 27a& 27b from Strabo 2, l, 9 and 15, I 57: F 2819 & l3d in Pliny 7, 22-29; F 3O in
Pluørch, Moralia 938c (De facie in orbe lunae). Denen l9ó9, ll5lf. On the As¡omi, cf.
McCrindle 1877,74ff. notes & 1901, 60ff. nores, Hosten 1912, and Adler 1933.

On these see Kantunen 1989a, where some questions related with Megasthenes (Pygmaei) a¡e also
discussed. Funher Brown 1955, 29ff., and Arora l99lb, 86ff.

Momigliano 1975, 130f. & l4Ef.

Kattunen 1981, 1984, 1985, 1989a and I991. See also Bigwood 1989.
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background, seemed admirable. Slight exaggeration would not Þ strange here, but even
the most scrupulous observation might easily contain misunderstanding.

Examples are easily found. Megasthenes followed the common habit of identifying
foreign gods with familiar Greek ones. For various officials of city govemment he used

Greek names often related to Greek sociery.T3 His account of the "seven castes" of India
(III.3 below) is cleuly influenced by his Greek background. Often the explanations he

gives for Indian customs reveal a Greek observer thinking in a Greek way and writing for
a Greek audience. Generally we can claim that, though we do not know what was in-
cluded and what left out in his work, he had to select his material, and naturally he took
what he found interesting and what he knew would interest his readers. All this does not

make him unreliable, or a lia¡ (Sûabo), and Derrett's apology (1969) seems somewhat

overstated.
\üy'e may also mention herc two passages of Megasthenes apparently in disagreement.

In Strabo (15, l, 54 = F 32) we read that in India tombs were simple and mounds over
them small, but according to Arrianus (lnd. lO,l = F l5), in India there should be no
monuments at all for the dead, because it is sufficient to preserve them in one's memory.

The latter shows exactly the kind of argument Greek readers were accustomed to hea¡.

There a¡e interesting parallels for idealization and interpretatio Graeca in later
history. In the lTth and lSth centuries the Jesuit missionaries and the Sinophiles in the
tù/est described China as the ideal Confucian state it was also supposed to be (but in fact

never was) from the viewpoint of Chinese Confucians themselves. Some - both Westem-

ers and Chinese themselves - really believed that the state ideal worked, that the defects
were only minor shortcomings unavoidable in a big empire.Ta A more recent parallel is

the great gulf between offrcial (idealized) opinion and realiry in the former U.S.S.R. There
were both Westem admirers visiting the country and local believers, and both were certain

that the system worked very well despite some "minor" shortcomings.

As another parallel for the interpretatio Graeca we may quote early Europaean travel

accounts and thei¡ way of explaining foreign religions. Whether it was Buddhism, Hindu-
ism or Islam, it was always customary to describe thei¡ "churches", "masses", "priests"
and "bishops" etc., all in terms of the Ch¡istian religion, which offered the only model
then understood for such description.Ts

Nevertheless, Megasthenes was on the spot and wrote down what he saw. His
evidence can be used for India, but then much care and criticism is needed. This is also
73 The functions of these ofñcials have caused much discussion and even controversy. See e.g. Stein

1920 and Breloer 1935.
74 See e.g. Dawson 1967.
75 Years ago I saw a questionnaire published in the 1840s in order to provide help for for those

attempting research in lndian religions. The questions werc still so much influenced by Christian
ideas and by the Bible that it was certainly impossible to -eain any objective idea with their aid. For
instance, a great deal of effort was to be spent in ascertaining whether there would be any
equivalents for O.T. legends. For the Grceks this meant that every ûoreign god they came to know
was identified with one Greek god or another, often from quite superficial similarities. rü/hen

Megasthenes went to India, he already knew from histories of Alexander that the main gods of India
were Heracles and Dionysus. and he went on searching for t¡aces of their cult and mythology. See
Kantunen l989a,2lOff.
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seen in the different ways his Indian account has been interpreæd among the proponents
of the observer theory. According to stein and Breloer (and probably also Timmer), he
derived most of his knowledge ftom Brahmans. But according to skunak, Megasthenes
reported mostly on conditions in Magadha (Skur¿ak seems here to ignore all that points to
the Northwest and to historians of Alexander), a country which in many respects was still
rattpr unorthodox (cf. the vrãtyas). This might to an extent be true and explain some
points where Megasthenes disagrees with Indian evidence and no explanation from his
Greek viewpoint offers itself.

3. Castes or something else: Megasthenes on Indian society

The Megasttrnian account of a sevenfold division of krdian society is an old and vexed
question. The only \ryay to ackle it again seems to be to collect and evaluate all tlre

competing opinions and theories proposed by scholars. The original account of Mega-
sthenes is found in th¡ee fragments preserved in, in A¡rianus, and in Strabo.Tó A parallel

list, though containing only six castes, is found in Pliny.77 Now, what were these classes

of philosophers, farmers, shepherds and hunters, artisans and tradesmen, warriors,
inspecton, and advisers and councillors (ooveõSrf8 of the king? \ile shall cornmence our
discussion by surveying the great number of opinions of e¿rlier scholars, starting with
Schwanbeck.

Schwanbeck (1846, 41f., note 39) w¿rs content to show that the classes of Mega-
slhenes can be somehow arranged under the fivefold division (he calted it fourfold, but

76 InDiodorus2,40f.(F4),callingtheclasses merê(úc\),inArrianus, Indicaltf.(Fl9a)using
the word genea ('¡Ê,tea.), and in Strabo 15, 1,3949 (F l9b), again as merê. Of these words ¡répoç
signifies 'part, division', while 7évoç is 'clan, race'.

77 Pliny, N. H.6,22,66 (with Solinus 52). Brcloer 1934, 154ff., calling ir "Taxilan polity",
emphasized the difference in number, de¡ived ¡his from Onesicritus and suggested that it was úre

model of Megasthenes' accounl The account, however, has nothing to do wirl¡ Taxila" Before ar¡d

afærwards Pliny talks ofthe Ganges and ofeastem peoples. Ca¡elessness in quotation is so typical
of Pliny that the differcnce in numbers of classes is hardly very significant, and the special mention
of elephant hunting and uses of elephants in connection with the classes shows that Pliny, too,
musr ultimately have derived information hom Megasthenes. ln St¡abo the account of elephant
hunting is insened into the account of scven classes; in Arrianus and Diodorus it is given immedi-
ately añer it. The Plinian account was accepted as the uncertain fragment LVI by Schwanbeck t846
(and with him McCrindle 1877); recently its Megasthenian origin has been pointed out e.g. by
André & Filliozat 1980.

78 Members of the royal parigad, cf. Bongard-Iævin 1959 & 1963.
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mentions the untouchables as one division, containing Megasthenes' third class).79 The

second and sixth classes thus contained members of two varnas. This explanation, of
course, said nothing about Megasthenes' intention.

Lassen (1852,710ff. and again 1874,715ff.) saw litile difficulty in accepting Mega-
sthenes' account as exact informaúon. For him it was irnportant that such recognizably

Indian customs as endogamy and occupational exclusivism were rightly accounted.

Noting further that a preference for agriculture in comparison to cattle-hending corre-
sponds well to the lndian sin¡ation, he thought that the puzding number of seven, instead

of four, was then a secondary problem. His acempt to find parallels for various occupa-

tions mentioned in our account in the lists of mixed castes in the Dharma6ãsra (mainly

Manu) is, though successful, not very useful for the interpretation of Megasthenes. These

lists, in a much higher degree than the var4a theory itself, were pure theory, and in their
extant form clearly laær than Megasthenes. They also contain a great number of occupa-

tions never mentioned by Megasthenes. On the other hand, Lassen's remarks on endo-
gamy, on occupational exclusivism, and on the preference of agriculture over animal

husbandry are important and seem to show that some kind of real observation of the

Indian social system by Megasthenes lies behind our account.

McCrindle commented on the passage on th¡ee occasions in three different ways. ln
1877 he referred to Talboys Wheeler, comparing the classes with the seven Herodotean

castes in Egypt.8o In another note in 1877 he referred to Elphinstone, claiming that Mega-
sthenes had been "confounding some distinctions occasioned by civil employment with
those arising from that division," scil. in the vamas. In l90l he claimed that Megasthenes

had described occupational classes as they existed in practice, without noting the

theoretical var4a system.S ¡

Bunbury (1879, 561) thought that Megasthenes had spoken of the va¡¡as, but con-
fusingly inserted some occupational classes into the system, while Rhys Davids (1903,

263ff.) supposed that Megasthenes had merely misunderstood the caste society, as an

uninformed foreigner might easily do. A similar view, vamas mixed with professional
groups and suÞcastes by a foreign observer, was suggested by Rawlinson (1926, 50ff.).
Wecker (1916, 1306f.) claimed that Megasthenes had, we do not know why, divided
some of the four vaqlas into two and thus obtained his total of seven.

An entirely new viewpoint, though hardly noted in scholarly literarure, was presented

by Kanakasabhai (1904 = 1966, I l3ff.). Writing on South India and working with Tamil
79 In India the system of four raryas (Brãhma4a, Kgatriya, Vai6ya, and Südra¡ was always accepted in

theory, but in addition to these four ¡he fifth class (Ca¡dãla) seems always to have existed in
practice.

80 Herodotus 2, 164. A rclationship between Herodotus and Megasthenes was suggested as early as

Meiners 1789 (unavailable to me). But while the number seven makes this important, the
individual classes, priests, warriors, cowherds, swineherds, tradesmen, interpreters, and pilots, are
quite dissimilar to the Megasrhenian classes. Another account of Egypt, found in Diodorus l, 73ff.,
and probably founded on Hecataeus of Abdera, lists only six classes, consisting of priests, kings
and warriors as the ruling classes, and of herdsmen, husbandmen and artisans. As Diodorus further
claims a craft-exclusiveness for them, his account comes much nea¡er to Megasthenes than to that of
Herodotus.

8 ¡ Mccrindre 1877, 44: 1877. 85; l9ol, 47 note 2.
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sources he compared the Megasthenian account to an ancient Tamil division consisting of
sages (arivar), farmers (ulavar, rather'landed gentry'), shepherds and hunters (ayar and
vedduvar), then artisans, soldiers, and at the lowest level fishermen and scavengers (vala-
yar md pulayar). He pointed out that five of these exactly correspond to the Mega-
sthenian classes and suggested that Megasthenes might erroneously have inserted two
professional groups as his two last classes. But even if this system is valid for ancient
Tamil Nadu, it could hardly have prevailed in the Maurya empire.82

Stein (1920, llgff.) pointed out that the account could be based on Megasrhenes'
own observation of Indian society, as it appeared to his eyes, without any relation to
Indian traditions, or to the Egyptian castes, which are entirely different. This opinion he
repeated also in Stein 1932,323.

Bevan (1922), too, considered that the Megasthenian account had little to do with the

four varnas. Perhaps he had noted that the society was divided into "functional castes

which did not intermarry, and then made his own list of various occupations as they

Presented themselves to his eye." As Megasthenes had also confused Brahmans and

Sannyãsis as being in the same class, and at the same time divided Brahmans between dif-
ferent classes, he could hardly have relied on an Indian informant.S3

Breloer discussed this quesrion n lús Kautallya Studien 2 in 1928 and again in
Breloer 1934.84 His conclusion is given on p. 145 of the latter study: Exact "castes" - and

the Portuguese word is not very good for describing Indian reality - arc not so important
here. The main points in our account a¡e observation of family law (endogamy) and ttre

social constraint of remaining in one career, with the well-known exceptions of altemative
careers allowed to Brahmans and of ascetism allowed to everyone. On individual "castes"

see 147ff., where Breloer derives the system from his "Taxilan potity", supposedly
wrinen by Onesicritus and elaborated by Megasthenes into the form of his own account
(l54ff.). As always, one gets the impression that Breloer read far too much and far too
delicate distinctions into his sources.

Timmer (1930, 53ff. and summary 305ff.) devoted a lenghy discussion to the prob-
lem, with the result that the Megasthenian classes are occupational divisions to some ex-
tent comp¡ìrable to the vamas (and not to jãtis or guilds). However, Megasthenes had

misunderstood the var{ra system, and perhaps he was influenced by the Indian statement

that a state has seven parts.

In l95l Nilakanta Sastris5 also pointed out that the mention of endogamy and craft-
exclusiveness seems to show that Indian var4as were intended, but he supposed that

Megasthenes either did not know the Indian theory of four varnas or wanted to modify
his account according to the Egyptian system of Herodorus. In his rather confused dis-
cussion, repeated in several articles, Dziech (1949, 1950, 1951, 1953) emphasized rhe

ItisnotclearevenfortheSouth. NilakantaSastri 197ó, l3l, refento ano¡herdivision in the
Pu1anãnúr_u, consisting of four classes only.

Bevan 1922,367f., supponed by Sethna 1960,246.

I have not seen ¡he earlier study, but Breloer 1934. l32ff., seems to cover all his arguments.

I have used the second edition, see Nilakanta Sastri 1967, I l3ff. (especially I l6).
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connection between 1ávoç and jãti, but accepted some influence from the va¡na system,

too.

In his classic work on Indian cultural history Basham (1954, 147f.) used a somewhat
vague, but ratherreasonable approach. Admitting that the sevenfold division is "certainly
false", he accepted that Megasthenes had observed endogamous and craft-exclusive
classes in India. This, to quote Basham's words, "gives evidence to show that in Mauryan
times class divisions were already hardening. Even in the Gupta period, however, the

regulations were by no means rigid."
In his criticism of Megasthenes, Majumdar (1958, 276) stated rhar "on a few basic

facts, he has reared up a structure which is mostly inaccurate and misleading," and again
(in 1960, 250) that Megasthenes had interpreted crafts as castes, and did not see real

castes atall. In his rejoinderto Majumdar, Sethna (1960,246, referring to Bevan 1922)

saw Megasthenes' account consisting of observations on the main occupations seen in
Pãtaliputra.

Derett (1968b, 172) found Megasthenes' sevenfold division not particularly surpris-
ing: later sources on India, too, had different numbers for social classes in lndia.86
Refening to úe later situaúon in India he fuither (l'72ff.) pointed out that the fourfold
division with its occupational definitions was just a theory, and no more. The Vai6yas had
lost their original fi¡nction of agriculturalists and formed a heterogenous group of
mercantile professions. The Súdras, formally servants of the higher classes, had adopæd

agriculture. The Kgatriyas were only represented by ruling families, who in fact had
widely differing origins;87 as a sep¿ìrate class they had ceased to exist, which was also
reflected in the legend of Para5urãma killing the Kçatriyas. Many Brahmans had gone

over to different professions. In Denett 1969, I152f. he concluded: "There is no trace of
Indian theory in Megasthenes, his pÉpoç is thus not a "caste"."

Romila Thapa¡ has on several occasions discussed the problem of the Megasthenian
"castes". The fi¡st time (Ihapar 1963,57) she attempted a combinaúon of information and

observaúon. Supposing that "the system must have been explained to him by local

Brahmans" she pointed out that his seven classes could hardly be endogamous and

restricted to their professions. Noting ttrat the Megasthenian classes seem more economic
than social she suggested that, perhaps writing several years afterwards, Megasthenes
confused his own observations with Indian theory. Possibly he was also inftuenced by
the Egyptian castes. In addition, she mentions the possibility that in his original book
Megasthenes could have been closer to ttre truth, so that our excerpts give a somewhat
confused picture.

In Thapar 1966,79, she briefly pointed out that "clearly he was confusing casæ with
occupation," but also that "the câste system did not work in the smooth manner envisaged
by the Brahman theoreticians." Twenty years later (Thapar 1987, 33ff.) she concluded, for

According to Derrett, al-Biruni gives 16, Ibn Khurdadbeh 7, and Kalhana 64 castes. The seven
castes of Ibn Khurdadbeh, as quoted by Chaube 1969,221ft. (where there is also a similar account
by ldrisi), include the four varqas and candålas, but the kçatriya var¡a is divided into !wo, and
musicians and acrobats are counted as a separate class.

So already the Nandas and the Mauryas.
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instance, that Megasthenes "drew on some obse¡vation" and that "clearly ttre definition is
in terms other than var¿a and is most lkely jãti" (p. 55). one is bound ro ask, however,
whether we are really entitled to talk ofjrirrs th¡ee hund¡ed years B.C.

Refening to stein and Breloer, Schwarz (1970,293f.) emphasized that Megasthenes
was not here inærested in Indian theories, but gave an account of society as he had him-
self observed it in India. Brown (1973, 146f.), perhaps wisely, did not anempr an ex-
planation.

Humbach (1980) strongly emphasized the degree Megasthenes was bound to Greek
liærary models, with somewhat anachronistic notions of unreliability, copying and in-
vention. Allowing him some direct obsen¿ations of the Indian social system (endogamy
and craft-exclusiveness) he supposed that the Greek author had a¡rived at his seven
classes by elaborating the Egyptian system of Herodotus. The problem remains, however,
that the two systems arc too different for us to show any real relationship between
Herodotus and Megasthenes.SS

An entirely new explanation has been suggested by Falk (1982 and slightly revised
l99l), who explains the Megasthenian "castes" as fiscal groups, with parallels in the
Arttra6ãstra. His starting-point is Breloer 1934, who claims that the classes are grouped
according to their services and taxes due to the state.89 This grouping, however, is only an

idea of Breloer's, not confrmed in the sources. Even if it is correct, the Arthaiastra
parallels a¡e no¡ very close, but it is of coune a possibility that both Megasthenes and the

Arthaíãstra ultimately reflect the Mauryan fiscal system.

Arora (1982a, 138 and 1982b,474) claims that, whilst some featu¡es (such as craft-
exclusiveness and endogamy) originated in actual observation of the vanas, they were
confused with actual professions or occupaúons. When writing his account Megasthenes
also constantly had the seven Herodotean castes of Egypt in mind (perhaps through
Hecataeus of Abdera), and this probably influenced his description.

Hinüber (1985, I llsff.), briefly rejecting Falk (1982), refers approvingly to Breloer
(1934) and Humbach (1980), and mentions a sevenfold division from Buddhist canonical
sources, which, however, entirely differs from the Megasthenian classes. He points out
that the accounts nthe Suxanipãta (6501f .) and in the Arthaídsta (2, 35, 4), though nor
identical with Megasthenes, show divisions differing from the traditional vamas and of-
88 The criticism by Falk (1991,49f.) is somewhar too harsh. To claim that Megasrhenes was a "mân

with literary pretensions" is not the same as to think it was "customary with the Creeks to send
po€ts on political missions". As we have seen in the case of Ncarchus, ir went in the opposite direc-
tion, among educated Grceks it often happened that practical men of politics and even generals
showed literary prctensions when they started wriring. Even Onesicritus with his great literary prc-
tensions must have had a practical side to have executed successfully ¡he rather demanding tasks
Alexander entrusted to him. At ¡he same time, i¡ is not so t?rc ¡o see even poets in public and
diplomatic duties, in ancient Greecc as well as in the modem world, though most certainly no!
every poeris qualified.

89 Falk he¡e briefly refers to a similar idea suggested by Van Buitenen in an article nor available ro me
('The Seven Castes of Megasthenes", D. Sino¡ (ed.), American Oriental Society Middle West

Branch SemïCentennial Volume. Bloomington 1969, 228J,32), where ùe seven wer€ combined
into three groups: fìrst the philosophers, who we¡e exempt of taxes and of state service, secondly
the second, third and fourth groups as Þx-payers, and then ¡he rest, who were paid by the govem-
menl.
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fering at least partial correspondence to Megasthenes. These can, according to Hinüber,
perhaps point to some degree of Indian information in Megasthenes, and the rest could be

again derived from the model of the Egyptian castes.

Zambrini (1985, 802tr ) again emphasized the Greek background and referred to tl¡e
political ideas of Plato and Aristoteles. It would have been natural for Megasthenes to

search for a strict social division in a country he was giving an utopian interpretation. In
this, the Egypt of Hecataeus of Abdera was probably a parallel case well known ro

Megasthenes.

Now it is time to see if we can add anything to this mess. Certainly no ne\r/ hypothe-
sis to compete with the old ones.

Admining that the number seven is somewhat problematic, it must be noted that it is
not at all that clea¡ which number we should (or would like to) have instead of seven.

Scholars who claimed that Megasthenes was transmitting Indian theory as he had heard it
from Brahmans,gO can hold to the number four, of course, but with his seven "castes"

Megasthenes was clearly not transmitting orthodox Brahman theory. Even those scholars,

however, who took Megasthenes' account as based on his own observations (perhaps

seasoned with some Greek interpretation), were still clinging to this fourfold division of
Indian va¡rlas. But there were fou¡ varqas only in theory; the real number, even if we

discard ttre great number of the somewhat problemæic mixed castes as stated in the

Dharmaóãstras, was of course five. The Caodãlas did exist, though Bratrman literature

detested thei¡ existence and even denied it in the formal system.gl But a keen observer
certainly noted thek existence, and ifhe then hea¡d of the fourfold division, he could use

his head and, noting its inaccuracy, form his opinion entirely on the basis of what he saw.

It seems clear that the account of Megasthenes was based on observations made in India,
but the way he presented and interpreted his observations may well have been influenced
by Greek ideas, perhaps by Hecataeus ofAbdera.

90 An analogous câse cân be seen wirh the Jesuits, who in their ideâtized lTrh-cenrury accounts of
China gave Confucian theory as Chinese rcality. In both cases it may be noted that lndian
Brahmans as well as Chinese Confucian scholars themselves moÍe or less believed that this theory
was the actual truth, and what was incompatible with it was only an anomaly.

9l There are further poins wherc practice may have differed from theory. Thus rhe Kçatriya vaqa was,
in theory, the only one entitled to kingship and the profession of soldier. Though strongly imposcd
by theory, even lndian sources admit that all var¡as initiated dynasties (which were then considered
to be Kçatriyas, but the real origin was not always forgotten). The large armies of the Mauryas and
other early dynasties could hardly have consisted solely of Kgatriyas. Both lndian and Westem
sources confirm that in the Nonhwest the Brahmans carried arms (Karttunen 1989a,227f-).
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4.lndia according to Megasthenes

It is not possible to give here a full account of all that we know of Megasthenes' work.
A modem and critical co¡nmentary of his fragments srill remains a desideratum. Never-
theless, fhere a¡e several further issues which we should not pass over here without a
word, and in this chapter my intention is to take some of them under consideration. In
addition, the Megasthenian account of Indian philosophers has been discussed in chapter
II.5 above, in connection with Alexander's campaign and the naked ascetics of Taxila, and
to his accounts of Indian geography, flora and fauna we shall return in chapærs IV-V
below.

An exceptionally interesting fragment describes Pã-atiputra, ttre Mauryan capital,
with its palaces and wooden fortifications.g2 Although there is some confusion, the
Erannoboas and the Sonus being described as different rivers, there is hardly any doubt
that Pali(m)bothra (for ttre name see chapær tr.3 above) ar the confluence of the Ganges
and the Erannoboas in the country of the Prasü was the OIA Pã¡aliputra ar the confluence
of the Ganges and the Son in the neighbourhood of modem Pama in the Prãcya land.e3
The archaeological evidence for wooden stn¡ctures is interesting, though not accepted by
all.e4 A century earlier Ctesias (F 45,7 with 45b) had menrioned Indian elephanæ break-
ing walls, which were presumably made of wood.The Arthaíãstra 2,3,8f. wams against
wooden fortifications because of the danger of fire, but this only shows that wooden
fortifications were known and employed. Here again we have a parallel in ea¡Ier Greek
literature, in the Herodotean account (4, 108) of the wooden walls of Gelonus, the capital
of the Budini Qiving somewhere beyond Scythia).

lrly'ooden architecture is mentioned again in F 17 (in Arrianus, Indica lo,2f.), where
it is søted that Indian cities in general were wooden near the rivers, but on higher places
built of brick and stone. This is perhaps not acceptable as such and may be a generali-
zation from a few observed cases.es According to Erdosy (1985), the development of
urbanization in the Ganges Valley started with fortified administrative cenrres c. 600 8.C.,
but rcached the full urban stage only with the Mauryas c. 300 B.c. of stone or brick
architecture there is little evidence in the Mauryan period, the (rather meagre) excåvated
remains are wooden.

Since Schwanbeck it has been customary to derive all information connected with
Palibothra, the Prasü and the Mauryas from Nfegasthenes. While this is not so certain

92 F t8a in Arrianus, lnd. 10,5, and F l8b in Strabc 15, 1,36, funher in Diodorus Z, 39 (F 4), also
briefly mentioned in another passage of Arrianus' indica (2,9)

93 It was firs¡ identified by Rennell in the late lSth cenrury (as Parna). See Schlingloff l9ó9,30ff.
94 See rrVaddell 1903 and Vogel 1930 on archaeological evidence, forcri¡icism e.g. Kangle 1965, 6gf.

(without knowing vogel 1930). For early finds, see McCrindle 1901, 42, no¡e 3. Furrher Tucci
1959, Wheeler l9ó8, Schlingloff 1969,29ff., Schwa¿ 1970,289ff.

95 Cf. Srein lg2},42ff.and Hinüber 1985. il13f.
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(especially Daimachus cannot completely be left out as a possibility), we mosr probably
have here to do with information ultimately going back to Hellenistic times. Thus Pliny
6,22,68 briefly mentions Palibothra, inhabited by Palibottui in the country of the Prasü.

Stephanus of Byzantium s.v. Palimboth¡a (cf. Karttunen 1989b) called the inhabitants

Palimbothreni, with a Greek suffix, without stating his source. In another passage of
his geographical dictionary Euphorio (Stephanus s.v. Morieis) in the third century B.C.

is quoted as stating that tlrc Morieis (Maurya? here a people) live in wooden houses.

Ptolemy (7 , 1,73) briefly mentioned Palibothra as a royal city.
'We can here quickly pass over Megasthenes' account of Indian religions, i.e. of

Dionysus and Heracles worshipped in India (F I l-14). I have discussed their identifica-
tion in my earlier study,9ó and cannot presently add much new. As we have seen (in II.3
above), originally the tradition was created during Alexander's campaigns. It was a Greek

idea, concemed with the incipient deiñcation and with the supposed mythical ancestry of
Alexander and had little to do with Indian religions. The mythology of Heracles and

Dionysus had always contained the element of tavel, although India was probably never

mentioned before Alexander came near it. When he czrme to India, Megasthenes already

"k¡lew" that precisely these gods were worshipped in tndia.g7 With this knowledge he

tried to identify the cults he saw. Examples from elsewhere show that for the Greek

identification of a foreign god quite superficial similarities were often enough.

It is not wholly clear, however, that Megasthenes always made the same identifica-

tions in the Mauryan empire as the Macedonians did in the Northwest. If his Heracles

was Krishna, as seems likely from the reference to the Suraseni and Methora (evidently

Mathurã),g8 it still does not follow from this that we should suppose the existence of a

cult of Krishna in Alexander's Northwest. The northwestern Heracles might have been a

local god (cf. Tucci 1977), and what Megasthenes gave',¡/as thus a new account. A part of
it was probably the statement that Heracles was autochthonous in India (e.g. in Arrianus,
Anabasis 8, 4, where it is opposed to the earlier view that the hero came from outside

India).
We may also note here a wholly different account of Indian religion, again with a fair

amount of interpretatio Graeca. It is preserved by Strabo,gg and unfortunately given
without a reference. One would here like to hea¡ the voice of Þaimachus, otherwise so

poorly preserved, but laterin the same passage Cleitarchus is referred to, and our account

may also hail from ¡¡*.100 In this account, Indians wonhip Zeus Ombrios (the rain-

9ó Karttunen l989a,21Off. (to references add Brunt 1984,435ff.).
97 McCrindle l90l, XXI, thus em badly when he states úat "Megasthenes seems to have been rhe

first who began the praaice of connecting or identifying the mythic gods or heroes of Indian tradi-
tion with the mythic heroes of Greek poery." And ¡his was written afrer he had t¡anslated the
accounts of Alexander's Indian campaigns in McCrindle 1896! ln McCrindle 1E77, ll lf. note, he
quoted the correct opinion from Schwanbeck 1846,43.

98 F l3a in Arrianus, Indica 8,5.
99 Strabo 15, l, ó9.
100 lrrr"n 1874,'l\21.did not hesirate in ascribing ¡his, too, to Megasthenes, "da kein andercr so mit

diesem Gegenstand venraut gewes€n ist". Of course, Daimachus was, and some companions of
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giver, perhaps Indra), the River Ganges and the indigenous deities of the country. The
latter were thus not identiñed with Greek gods.

This is perhaps meânt to be a criticism of the notion of Dionysus and Heracles being
the majorgods in India That it was criticized, we know for instance from Strabo (15, I,
6f.) and A¡rianus (lnd. 7f.), who both had their doubts. The stories about the Indian
campaigns of these t$ro were fust related when Alexander was still in Afghanistan, and

are mentioned by most authors writing on his campaigrrs. It is thus impossible that

Cleita¡chus, or whoever is the author of our passage did not know them. The menúon of
the Ganges by name shows that this anonymous fragment cannot belong to the era before

Alexander.

With religion is connected Megasthenes' account of Indian chronology, from
Dionysus to Heracles and from Heracles to Candragupta, containing 6,042 years and 153

king5.lot Nothing really similar to it is found in Indian sources (despite Stein's attempQ,

but nevertheless I find the general style of his account curiously reminiscent of simila¡

accounts in the Purã{ras. ìVhile our PurãOas a¡e of a much later date, it is likely that there

v/ere some kind of Pu¡ãoas or Purãqa-like accounts even in the days of Megasthenes.lo2

They might have contained something which, after possible misunderstanding due o
interpreters and interprenüo Graeca on the part of Megasthenes himseli was the origin
of this account. Probably we shall never know.

On everyday customs, such as dress and omaments, eating habits, sexual life etc.

much is said in Y 32.to3 That there rìre no monuments for the dead in India is rightly
claimed in F 15 (Arrianus, Indica l0). This is a typical example of a real detail keenly

observed because it fits in so well with the ide¡lizing tendency. The songs sung in honour

of the dead can be compared with the Srãddha ceremonies.l04

Megasthenes also wrote an account of the Indian king and the women around

¡¡rn.l05 The Greeks saw in them a custom established by Dionysus (cf. Diodorus 2,38).
Laær they seem to have been preferably Greek women. T};re Periplus (49) assures us of
the trade of westem slave girls arBarygazâi they werc meant to become royal concubines.

In the Mahãbhãrata the SUdras of Bhan¡kaccha brought to Yudhitlhira "a hundred

thousand slave girls from Kãrpãsika (?), dark, slender, and long-haired, decked with

Alexander, too, could have been familiar enough. In the account there is nothing which is related ¡o
the rcmains of Megasthenes.

l0l F f2 in Arrianus, Ind.7f. on Dionysus and his successors, F l3a in Arri¿nus, Ind.9, 9 (cf. F l3b
in Pliny 6,23,76) on Hcraclas, and especially F 14 in Arrianus Ind. 9. See Benfey I E44, Lassen

1844 (and briefly 1874,70ûff. and 736ff.), Wecker 1916, t305f,, Stein 1932,309f., Hinüber 1985,
r r06f.

lo2 Rocher 198ó.
103 ¡ 32 in Strabo 15, 1,53-5ó, cf. no¡es in McCrindle 1901, 56ff. Eating habits are again discussed

in F 2 (Athenaeus4, p. I53). On dress, cf. also Nearchus F ll in Arianus, Indica 16, lf.; on
marriage, Nea¡chus F I I in Arrianus, Indica 17,4.

lo4 Hinüb.r 1985, tll3.
105 F32inStrabo15, l,55.Cf.Cunius8,g,zgf.SeefunherWecker1916, 13ló,Rawlinson1926,

47f.,Thapar 1963, 8E, and Schwa¿ 1966a',73.
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golden ornaments."l06 Manu (7,219) mentions royal women who serve the king in his
toilet and fan him, but on another occasion (7,125) prescribes them daily wages.lo7 In
Sanskrit plays, begiruring with Bhâsa (probably in the first century A.D.), we occasional-

ly meet Yavaru-s in the royal entourage.loS The Jaina canonical list of slave girls also
includes Joqîs (Yavanis) among them.l@ Female bodyguards and attendant slaves of a
king were also mentionedinthe Arthaíõstra (1,21, I & i3f.), though their nationality is
not specified, and McCrindle (1877, 7lf. in a note) cites one mediaeval and one modem
example of a king surrounded by women. As early as the second century B.C. Eudoxus

of Cyzicus took, among other things, some flute-girls on board for his third (unsuccess-

ful) voyage to India"l l0 and in the monologuefarce PãdatãQitatca a long-haired and long-
nailed G¡eek courtesan (Yavaru-) is met on a night street of PãBliputa. Though beauúfuI,

she is repulsive to the Vila because of her broken dialect.l I I

We know for certain that Megasthenes visited Fataliputra, the capital of the fi¡st
major empire in India. He certainly met Brahmans, and perhaps also derived information
from them (e.g. on ancient chronology).I¡2 This has led some scholars to attempt to
reconcile his fragments with orthodox Brahmanical culture and its literary remains. For
this period these remains are so meagre and so one-sided that it is not too difficult to ex-
plain away discrepancies, on the one hand as defects in our source material on the Indian
side, and, on the other hand, as misundentanding and Greek interpretation on the part of
Megasthenes.

to6 Mbh 2,47,7
íatam dãsísahasrõnam kã rpãsikanivãsinõ4 I

íyãmãs tanvyo ãrghakeþo he mãb haro4abhûsitãh ll
íudrã... bharukacc hanivasinaþ...

lo7 Manu 7, t25:
parîþitãþ st r iyaí cai nam vyajanodokadhûpanaiþ I

ve 1ãbharonasaríuddhah spríeyuþ susamâhitah ll

Manu 7,219:
rõjä karmasu (v.1. rõjakarmasu) yuktãnam strînãm presyajanasya ca I

pratyahary kalpayed vntiqt sthãnal<armãnurúpatah ll

To rhe latter Kulläka nores dãsyådînâm. Cf. Lassen 1874,7 19.
108 Keith lg24,6l.lnttesakuntala(act2,prelude)they serve not only in the palace, but also in the

royal hunting expedition. So also in Megasthenes (noted by Lassen 1E74, 720). Borh in the
Sakuntdlã (act 6) and in ¡he Vikramonuíi¡'a (act 5) a Yavaní brings his bow to ¡he king. The
above-mentioned Periplus passage has been compared to Kãlidãsa's plays by Weber 1890, 910f.,
but his funher arguments wc¡Ë rather far-fetched.

109 Found in rhe Uvavã.iya and the Ja4buddlvapannatri.The Viyõhapan4arri version of the list does
not mention the Jo4is here. See e.g. Weber 1883, 302, 380 and 412.

fl0 Pose¡donius F 2E in Strabo 2, 3,4; firsr noted in rhis connecrion by Tam 1951,374.
I I I B¿. Ghosh, p. 109f. (after vene I l0), translation 156f. The sen¡ence describing her speech runs:

ko hi nãma tãni vönaríniçkújitopamâni cítkãrahhuyi¡¡hani apratyabhijñeyavyañjanãni kiñcit
køre4ântarâni pradeiinîlãlanamãtrasúcitãni svaya4 veíayavanîkathitãni iro¡yati I

'For who will listen to the Yavana courtcsan's words which are like the chattering of a monkey, full
of shrill sounds and of indistinguishable consonants, and which are interspersed with the (ooca
sional) display of the forefingers?' (Ghosh).

I 12 tnformation given by the Brahmans is expressly menrioned by Aelianus, N. An. 16,4 & 16, 20, in
passages probably going back to Megasthenes.
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However, the little we know of Mauryan India generally does not point to an essen-
tially Brahmanical civilization. On the contr¡ìry, there is strong evidence of a distinct ten-
dency towards heterodoxy even within the ruling family. A6oka practised, or at least con-
spicuously patonized, Buddhism. His fa¡her (or his son Daíaratha) presented caves to the
Ã¡ivltas. The Jainas claim Candragupta as their own. The (uröan) society as described in
Buddhist and Jaina sources probably offers a much better basis for comparison with the

Maurya period than that of Brahmanical literatu¡e. In addition, we hear of several sectarian
groups which have disappeared without leaving us any direct sou¡ces.¡ l3

But this is not all. Even Herodotus in the fifih century knew that "there ale many
nations oflndians, and they do not speak the same language as each other; some of them
are nomads, and others ¡6¡."1 14In Indian sources, too, we often meet people belonging to
a different society than the major religious raditions mentioned above.

Our Indian sources, as meagre as they are, tell of various tribal groups existing side
by side, and often mo¡e or less as part of the same sociery, with Indo-A¡yans. The Vedas
æll of the Vrâtyas, living in ancient Mãgadha (Bihar) and observing highly unorrhodox
customs. Mãgadha, the country of heterodox doctrines, which in Brahmanism was not
always accepted as part of the Ãryãvarta, was the original country of both Buddhism and

Jainism, and was also the cent¡e of Mauryan power. Therefore, attempts to find traits of
Mãgadhan unorthodoxy in Megasthenes a¡e methodologically acceptable, though not
particularly convincing in their results. I I 5

Pãoini listed several uibal peoples , and the Arthaíastra assigns them some important
roles in society. Still the ArthaSãstra as well as our other Sanskrit sources tend to see

absolute monarchy as the only acceptable form of govemment. But this was only theory.

We know, for instance, that many Ga4as or ribal states in the north and northwest were

oligarchies. They must have differed considerably from the Brahman ¡6"¿.1I6
lffe have already noted that the Arthaíãstra is no minor of the Maurya empire. This

text gives a theoretical reconstruction of an ideal state written down cenn¡ries later than

Megasthenes and the early Mauryas. On its evidence the Maurya empire has often been

described as a strictly centralized monolith, but when the Arthaíãs¿ra is left out, other
evidence seems to support a much looser system for the Mauryan empire, which perhaps
rarely interfered in already existing forms of local government. At a later period, however,
we can only suppose a more Aryanized society. And still even the society described in the

ll3 Think what our idea of Buddhism would be if it were derived solely from Jaina sources or v¡cr
versa.The Ã.¡ivikas are mainly known from lheir accounts, and rhe picture is poor enough.

I 14 Herodorus 3,98.
I 15 ¡ot instance Skurzakpassirz, Dahlquist 1962 on a Mur¡da heros, not to speak of the fantastic con-

jectures proposed by Jain in his introduction to the reprint of McCrindle 1877 (in 1972).
lló Karuunen 1989a,225ff. On the importance of ¡hese oligarchies, which often and inaccurately (in

fact following the example of Megasthenes) have been called republics, in rhe Maurya srate see

Arora l99lc. However, thc interpreøtion of A¡ora 1992, 87îf., claiming that Megasthenes could
have used the Greek word ró)'rç for large Janapada søtes, cannot be accepßd. A Greek ró7rrç, was a
self-goveming, more or less independent state, true, but it was always a city snte; the word wæ
normally not applied to other kinds of state formations. For Indian Janapada states a much better
parallel could have been found in Aetolia etc., but they wc¡e not called róî"erç.
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Anhaiãstra, more or less idealized as it lvas, was not entirely the suictly centralieed and

uniform state it has often been understood as being. There were various and diverging
elements included in it. All the more wrong would it be to see the Maurya empire as a
uniform society.

If we take seriously the testimony given by Megasthenes (cf. Arora l99lc), it was
not like this. Different kinds of govemment were employed in the empire. There were

self-goveming cities, there were vassal kings and princes and tribes, there were various
classes, and all had different relations to the central goveÍrment.

5. The Shadowy Successor of Megasthenes

It remains for us to say a few words about Daimachus,llT before we leave Hellenistic
diplomacy and proceed to science. Only five fragments (though one in th¡ee different
passages) rcmain of his account of India, and these mostly going back to Eratosthenes,
who only quoted Daimachus to emphasize his poor opinion of him. This was perhaps a

reason for the fact that so little remains of the work, but we remember that his opinion of
Megasthenes was equally poor. That Megasthenes was found more attracúve among
Greek readers probably depended more on his literary merits than on his veracity.

The otherwise rather uninteresting F I in Harpocration's Lexicon reveals that he

came from Plataea in Middle Greece, and Strabo (Eratosthenes) knows that he was sent as

ân envoy to Palimboth¡a to Amitrochates, the son of Sandrokottus (cf. VI.l below). Our
meagrc fragments at least make it clea¡ that he wrote a work variously called the 'Ivôtxó

and flepì 'Ivôrxis. The fragments deal with rtre size and form of India (FF 2-3), with
fabulous peoples (F 5),118 and briefly mention a kind of a bowl-stand (F l) and a yellow
pigeon (F 4).

An anempt to fìnd out more about Daimachus has been made by Schwarz (1969),
but it remains in many respects conjectural. While it is true ttrat the meagre statement of
Strabo does not force us to conclude that he was sent by Seleucus, he fails to show how it
entitled him to say that he was sent by Antiochus. A connection between Antiochus and

Amitrochates indicated in Hegesander's famous account of their correspondence that there
is no reason to suppose ttrat this account came originally from Daimachus. We have no
extant histories of the early Seleucids, but in these a reference to India was certainly not a
rarity.

Then there is the question of other works written by our Daimachus. V/hile Schwarz
rightly distinguished him from the earlier historian, also called Daimachus of Plataea, he
I l7 Occasionally also given in the Ionian form Deimachus.
I 18 This accoun¡ of Strabo's is identical with M:gasthen es' F 2l and it is impossible ro say whar was

actually said by Daimachus.
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did not hesitate to ascribe lwo fr¡rther works mentioned under the name Daimachus, the
flepìeuoepeícç and the [olropr¡cxi, to our author. While it is true ùat tt¡e Indian concept
of dharma was acnrally ra¡rslated as etoépetc in ttre Greek edict of AÉoka, euoÉpetcr as

such was a central concept in üre Greek world. It was oftcn discussed without any refer-
ence to India and ttrere is no evidenoe to show that it was also discussed with such a
-eference.ll9 And while it is quiæ possible tlrat tt¡e envoy to the Maurya couf was im-
pressed with hdian skitl in siege technology, we do not know that he wrote anything
about it. The extant works of Poliorcetics never refer to the Mauryas; India is only men-
tioned in connection with Alexander's campaigns. From Pliny we know drar Indian steel
was considered famous, but as most classical references to steel have nothing to do
with India, one such reference among the few (acnnally two) fragments of Daimachus'
flolroprcr¡ttxó certainly does not point to India.

ll9 That the flepì arioepeíeç should have discussed tndian thought has atso been suggcsted by
Bongard-lævin 1986, l74t
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